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On climate, conflict and cumulation
Suggestions for integrative cumulation of knowledge in the research on climate change and violent conflict

Abstract:
Possible links between climate change and intra-state violent conflict have received major scholarly attention in recent years. But with few exceptions, there is still a low level of consensus in this research field. We argue that one reason for this disagreement is a lack of integrative cumulation of knowledge. Such an integrative cumulation is prevented by three obstacles, which have until now hardly been discussed in the literature. The first is the use of inadequate terms, discussed here with a focus on the labels ‘Malthusian’/‘cornucopian’ and the operationalization of key variables. Secondly, the weaknesses of large-N studies in research on climate change and violent conflict are not sufficiently reflected. These include a lack of data on crucial concepts as well as deficits of widely-used datasets. Thirdly, literature that deals with a possible link between adverse environmental change and peace (termed here ‘environmental peace perspective’) has neither been systematized nor adequately considered in the debate so far. We provide examples of these shortcomings and make suggestions of how to address each of them. We also develop an integrative theoretical framework for the environmental peace perspective which facilitates its consideration in research on climate change and violent conflict.
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1 Introduction
Climate change is estimated to raise the global mean temperature by between 1.0 and 3.7 degrees by the end of the 21st century, compared to the period 1986-2005. The negative consequences of this include, inter alia, changed precipitation patterns, melting glaciers, rising sea level, worsening conditions for agriculture and more frequent or intense natural disasters. For several years, policy makers and scientists alike have been concerned with whether these consequences of climate change might stimulate more violent conflict. US Secretary of State John Kerry, for instance, warned: ‘If we don’t respond adequately to the challenge of global

1 We thank Sarah Nash as well as two anonymous reviewers for their helpful suggestions.
climate change over the course of these next years there will be people fighting wars over water and over land."\(^5\)

But are such claims warranted? Various attempts have been made since the early 1990s to assess the links between environmental problems such as water scarcity or soil degradation and violent conflict.\(^6\) The arguments developed by this early research are quite similar to those circulating in the discussion about climate change and conflict, which developed rapidly from 2007 onwards.\(^7\) This is hardly surprising given the fact that climate change is one form of environmental change and that many environmental problems (e.g. scarcity of renewable resources) can be caused by climate change as well as by other factors (e.g. overuse, contamination, unequal distribution).

Previous research largely agrees that environmental problems and climatic changes are unlikely to provoke inter-state violent disputes.\(^8\) Indeed, there is only a rather thin record of violent environmental conflicts between states. Theoretical reasons also suggest that this will not change soon. States usually have less cost-intensive strategies to cope with environmental problems while the governing elites (which command the military) are rarely personally affected by these challenges.\(^9\)

However, no consensus has yet been reached regarding the question of whether climatic changes increase the risk of intra-state violent conflicts, such as civil wars, paramilitary violence, riots or armed raids. This is a major shortcoming given that intra-state conflicts were more numerous and devastating than inter-state conflicts in the period between 1945 and 2010, a trend which is unlikely to reverse soon.\(^10\) Two main positions can be distinguished in the debate:

a) Climate Conflict: This perspective makes a twofold argument.\(^11\) It starts from the assumption that climate change will cause or aggravate environmental problems including water scarcity, rainfall variability, soil degradation, or a rise in the frequency and intensity of natural disasters (such as storms, floods, or landslides). In a second
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step, these stresses might translate into societal problems commonly identified as increasing the risk of violent conflict, such as hunger, grievances about resource distribution and availability, predatory and opportunistic behavior by elites, outmigration, or a weakening of the state. But whether environmental stress translates into societal challenges and eventually violent conflicts strongly depends on the sensitivity, adaptive capacity and resilience of the respective societies. This is why climate change-induced violence is most likely to occur in the marginalized areas of economically less-developed and politically unstable countries.

b) Social Conflict: Proponents of this perspective claim that climate change plays no role, or only a minor role, in the onset of violent conflict. When facing environmental degradation, actors can react in various ways. Engaging in violent conflict is usually among the most costly and dangerous options and hampered by the interventions of state or traditional institutions (e.g. councils of elders). There is a wide consensus in conflict research about several political and socio-economic factors (e.g. medium level of democracy, low economic growth, past political violence) which raise the risk of intra-state violent conflict onset, while no such agreement exists about environmental or climate variables. The by far greater importance of political and
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12 Per Pinstrup-Andersen and Satoru Shimokawa, 'Do Poverty and Poor Health and Nutrition Increase the Risk of Armed Conflict Onset?', *Food Policy* 33, no. 6 (2008): 513-20.
20 Idean Salehyan, 'From Climate Change to Conflict?'.
socio-economic factors in causing or triggering violent conflict is also underscored by the many cases in which environmental degradation does not coincide with violence. The debate has not remained in the theoretical realm. The various arguments of both perspectives have been tested through in-depth case studies as well as large-N studies. From the qualitative case studies, no clear picture emerges regarding a possible link between climate change and violent conflict. Some authors argue that environmental problems (which are or will be exacerbated by climate change) contribute to the onset of violent conflict while other studies challenge this claim.

Evidence from statistical investigations on the link between adverse environmental changes and violent conflict are similarly inconclusive. This is shown by Table 1, which summarizes the large-N studies concerned with a possible climate-conflict link, which cover more than one country and have appeared in the peer review literature. Such studies use countries or more recently grid cells of 0.5 or 1.0° edge length as their spatial unit of analysis. They investigate whether a significant correlation exists between climate-related environmental changes in a given year and the onset or incidence of a violent conflict in the same or the following year. As can be seen from Table 1, only the conflictivity of land degradation seems to be nearly consensual, with five out of seven studies agreeing on that point. But this finding should be approached with caution, given that Fearon as well as Urdal find no correlation between cropland scarcity per capita and violent conflict. There are no quantitative studies about the climate-migration-conflict-nexus, presumably because of inadequate or incomplete migration data.

\[\text{INSERT TABLE 1 HERE}\]

28 Reuveny, 'Ecomigration and Violent Conflict'.
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Thus, the next logical step would be to identify why the findings of the different studies are so disparate, address the reasons for this inconclusiveness and then conduct the next wave of research which hopefully produces more consensual results. But in practice, there is no agreement (and, we suggest, not enough discussion) about the reasons for the inconclusiveness of previous research. Possible explanations include a lack of adequate theoretical arguments or comprehensive analytical frameworks,29 missing interactions between quantitative and qualitative scholars,30 choosing large-scale instead of minor violent conflicts as the dependent variable,31 the focus on a too high level of analysis (e.g. whole states instead of singular regions or even households)32 or the absence of high quality, high resolution data.33 One might add the highly interdisciplinary nature of the subject matter, which is discussed by geographers, political scientists, environmental sociologists, political ecologists and anthropologists, and receives major inputs from natural scientists (e.g. physicists, soil scientists).

This article presents a different (but complementary) answer to the question of why there is still so much disagreement in research on climate change and violent intra-state conflict. In order to do so, it adopts a conceptual focus inspired by Dina Zinnes’ classical essay on the problem of cumulation.34 Zinnes distinguishes between two forms or levels of scientific cumulation:

‘By additive cumulation I mean that one study adds some information to the existing literature on the subject […] Integrative cumulation means that a study ties together and explains a set of research findings.’35

While additive cumulation is a precondition for integrative cumulation, the latter one should be seen as the ultimate goal of scientific research. Additive cumulation means that a study adds a new hypothesis, variable, correlation or finding to an existing body of knowledge. But Zinnes is convinced that ‘most of us want to see a total picture.’36 In other words: Most scholars will prefer an approach that is able to combine elements of previous works, to

35 Ibid.
36 Ibid.
explain their results and eventually to make some meaningful statements about the subject under research as a whole (and not just single aspects of it). According to Zinnes, the key obstacle to an integrative cumulation of knowledge is the dominance of an ‘additive mentality’\textsuperscript{37} in a research field, that is, the assumption that producing more and more information on a topic is sufficient because the integration of this information into a wider and more complete picture would occur automatically.

Research on climate change and violent conflict has become much more integrative in recent years despite the heterogeneity of disciplines dealing with possible climate-conflict links.\textsuperscript{38} However, we suggest that there are still many factors which promote an additive rather than integrative cumulation of knowledge in the research field, or in other words, that complicate the use, assessment and improvement of existing knowledge on the issue by future studies. In the following sections, we identify three relevant, but so far widely unacknowledged obstacles to the integrative cumulation of knowledge in the research on climate change and violent conflict, illustrate them with examples, and make suggestions as to how to overcome them. The problems discussed include inadequate labels, insufficient reflection on the limits of large-N investigations in the research field and the lack of attention paid to the environmental peace perspective. In order to address this last issue, we suggest an integrative theoretical framework for the environmental peace perspective which should make it easier for climate conflict scholars to integrate findings from this field of investigation.

\section*{2 Inadequate labels and terms}
Several terms exist in the debate on climate change and violent conflict which are not sufficiently precise and/or are used in a confusing way. This is an important problem, especially bearing in mind that labels can have a large influence on how people judge a certain position. In International Relations, for instance, the Realist school coined the term ‘Idealism’ in order to describe and simultaneously discredit the theories of their counterparts – a move that was largely successful despite the fact that the approaches covered by this label are often not rooted in idealistic perspectives.\textsuperscript{39} Thus, misleading terms tend to aggravate the cumulation of scientific knowledge.

\textsuperscript{37} Ibid.


A widespread label for the environmental or climate conflict perspective outlined above is Malthusianism or neo-Malthusianism, while proponents of the social conflict perspective are frequently termed cornucopians. By using these terms, it is implied that the logic behind the climate conflict hypotheses can be traced back to Thomas Malthus’ 1798 ‘Essay on the Principle of Population’. Malthus took a deterministic position by describing the discrepancy between the linear growth of agricultural output and the exponential growth of human populations as an inevitable cause for human misery and conflict. Classical cornucopian positions, in contrast, make anti-deterministic claims that societies either will not face environmental problems like climate change or natural resource scarcity, or are able to conduct adaptation measures to avoid suffering from such problems. But there is an important difference between the cornucopian and the social conflict position: the latter do not deny the existence of environmental problems with severe and adverse consequences on human societies, but simply doubt whether they are empirically related to violent conflict onset.

A key issue with the label (neo-)Malthusianism is that the large majority of studies supporting the climate conflict perspective simply do not make use of deterministic arguments. This is true for recent studies which discuss a large number of relevant background conditions and intervening variables such as the commercialization of resources, ethno-political exclusion, or ‘groupness’. But also the writing of early environmental conflict scholars, which are most frequently termed Malthusian, rejects deterministic connections between renewable resource scarcity and violent conflict. Bächler emphasizes that ‘passing the threshold of violence definitely depends on sociopolitical factors and not on the degree of environmental degradation as such’, while Homer-Dixon states:
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43 Theisen, Gleditsch, and Buhaug, 'Is Climate Change a Driver of Armed Conflict?'.
44 Schilling, Opiyo, and Scheffran, 'Raiding Pastoral Livelihoods'.
45 Fjelde and von Uexkull, 'Climate Triggers'.
47 Bächler, 'Why Environmental Transformations Causes Violence'.

'The relationship between environmental scarcity and violence is invariably complex. Scarcity interacts with such contextual factors as the character of the economic system, levels of education, ethnic cleavages, class divisions, technological and infrastructural capacity, and the legitimacy of the political regime.'

Since the attractiveness of positions which are considered deterministic is limited in social science contexts, researchers might ignore the findings and arguments of these supposedly ‘Malthusian’ approaches. The efforts of some scholars show that the insights from Bächler and Homer-Dixon can fruitfully be refined, extended and applied to new questions in the research field. But the majority of environmental and climate conflict scholars continue to simply term these kind of works Malthusian or deterministic and do not further engage with them. The political ecology tradition of environmental conflict research, for instance, emphasizes the dominance of economic and political elites vis-à-vis marginalized groups in appropriating land, water, and forest resources. Homer-Dixon stresses the importance of resource capture processes, meaning that the scarcity of important renewable resources ‘encourage[s] powerful groups within a society to shift resource distribution in their favor.’

This point (among others) provides an opportunity for fruitful discussion between Homer-Dixon’s work and the political ecology tradition. But both approaches have so far largely either ignored or just criticized each other, amongst other reasons because the work of one side is continuously (and often simplistically) labeled Malthusianism. This prevents the integrative cumulation of knowledge.

There are other labels which are used in a confusing or imprecise way in the research field. The dependent variable, for instance, is termed ‘armed conflict’, ‘violent conflict’ or ‘civil war’. Many quantitative studies of the issue do not provide any clear definition of their dependent variable. The large majority of the large-N studies cited in Table 1 refer to the
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48 Homer-Dixon and Blitt, 'Key Findings'.
51 Homer-Dixon, 'Environmental Scarcities and Violent Conflict'.
53 Theisen, Gleditsch, and Buhaug, 'Is Climate Change a Driver of Armed Conflict?', 613.
UCDP/PRIO definitions (and datasets)\textsuperscript{56}, which understand armed conflict as ‘a contested incompatibility that concerns government or territory or both where the use of armed force between two parties results in at least 25 battle-related deaths. Of these two parties, at least one is the government of a state.'\textsuperscript{57} This definition is at odds with many other studies which contend that climate-related violence is likely to (a) be rather small scale (i.e. below the 25 death threshold), (b) concern the use of natural resources (rather than government or territory), and (c) take place between social groups (i.e. without the involvement of governments actors).\textsuperscript{58} The impacts of climate change and the exact causal chains through which they manifest themselves are very likely to vary regarding, for example, urban riots, pastoralist fights around water points, and full-blown civil wars.\textsuperscript{59} But at the moment, these different (and at times rather imprecise) definitions of the dependent variable are all too often mixed together within the same analytical framework. This is aggravated by the fact that some studies focus on the onset and others on the incidence of violent conflict.

Similar theoretical issues exist with regard to inadequate definitions of the independent variable. Many theoretical and empirical studies do not yet distinguish strongly enough between the condition of natural resource scarcity (e.g. absolute water scarcity\textsuperscript{60}), the long-term process of natural resource degradation (e.g. steady precipitation decline\textsuperscript{61}), and short-term processes of rapid environmental deterioration (e.g. droughts and flash floods\textsuperscript{62}). In addition, the labelling of the independent variable as climate change is problematic in many of the quantitative studies cited in Table 1, since they focus on temperature and precipitation changes within short time periods (usually a year), while climate is usually defined as the average of meteorological conditions over time period of at least thirty years.\textsuperscript{63} A broader and more systematic consideration of these issues has so far not been conducted in the research on climate change and conflict. Doing so would facilitate communication within the research

\textsuperscript{56} Jürgen Scheffran, Tobias Ide, and Janpeter Schilling, 'Violent Climate or Climate of Violence? Concepts and Relations with Focus on Kenya and Sudan', International Journal of Human Rights 18, forthcoming (2014).
\textsuperscript{60} Homer-Dixon, 'Environmental Scarcities and Violent Conflict'.
\textsuperscript{61} Hendrix and Salehyan, 'Climate Change, Rainfall, and Social Conflict in Africa'.
\textsuperscript{62} Rafael Reuveny, 'Climate Change-Induced Migration and Violent Conflict', Political Geography 26, no. 6 (2007): 656-73.
\textsuperscript{63} Gleditsch, 'Whither the Weather?'. 
field, stimulate more extensive exchange with related disciplines such as conflict research or meteorology, and thus facilitate integrative cumulation of knowledge.

3 The limits of large-N studies
Methodologically, this research field has been dominated by statistical large-N analyses. For instance, four out of the six most recent literature reviews that appeared in leading journals draw overwhelmingly or exclusively on large-N studies in order to evaluate the state of the art. Deligiannis and Meierding are the notable exceptions, although the later focuses in large parts on strategies for improving large-N studies. A similar example is provided by two widely cited special issues on climate change and conflict. Twelve of the 20 articles (=60%) published in both issues conduct large-N statistical analysis, while only two studies draw primarily on case study evidence (10%).

Large-N studies supply important insights about the generalizability of theories and case study findings. However, by producing a growing number of correlations for more regions and longer time-periods, a largely additive cumulation of knowledge is promoted. Especially in research on the climate-conflict nexus, there have been serious problems with integrating the findings of previous studies. There are two reasons for this, neither of which have been considered at length thus far:
Firstly, statistical analyses of a large number of cases are inherently unsuitable for integrating factors which are hard to quantify, but are nonetheless crucial for the dynamics of (climate-related) violent conflicts, such as identities, narratives or threat perceptions. Other relevant factors, for example the existence of migrant networks or traditional, micro-level resource-sharing agreements, may be quantifiable, but collecting data on them for a large number of cases would be very labor- and cost-intensive. Thus, the concepts and findings of environmental sociology, anthropology, political ecology, spatial theory and constructivist

64 Hsiang, Burke, and Miguel, 'Quantifying the Influence of Climate on Human Conflict'; Vally Koubi et al., 'Do Natural Resources Matter for Interstate or Intrastate Armed Conflict?'; Journal of Peace Research 51, no. 2 (2014): 227-43; Scheffran et al., 'Climate Change and Violent Conflict'; Theisen, Gleditsch, and Buhaug, 'Is Climate Change a Driver of Armed Conflict?'.
65 Deligiannis, 'The Evolution of Environment-Conflict Research'; Meierding, 'Climate Change and Conflict'.
conflict research are hardly ever taken into account when scholars are assessing a possible climate-conflict-link.\textsuperscript{70}

In addition, there might be some indicators on which data could be collected more or less easily, but simply no one has done this yet, so no large-N study can incorporate these concepts. Furthermore, there is a possibility that the generalizability of excellent hypotheses is not tested since no adequate large-scale datasets for doing so are available. Raleigh and Urdal, for instance, quite explicitly state that their variable selection is strongly driven by data availability issues: ‘Despite its theoretical importance, we do not attempt to empirically capture resource distribution, as such data are currently not available on the local level.’\textsuperscript{71}

Secondly, the weaknesses of the datasets which are currently available and widely used are hardly ever reflected in the research on climate change and violent conflict, while doing so is a precondition for the integrative cumulation of knowledge. Rainfall or temperature data are often based on satellite measurements, but it is well known that there can be huge differences between the perceptions of local inhabitants and of scientific experts or orbit satellites about the speed, degree and causes of environmental changes.\textsuperscript{72} The GLASOD data on land degradation used by most studies cited in Table 1 have been criticized for relying on the assessments of few experts using inconsistent definitions.\textsuperscript{73} Similarly, datasets which collect and geo-code occurrences of low-level violence (the most likely forms climate-related conflicts are going to take) are increasingly used by quantitative studies (see Table 1), but are unable to adequately capture episodes of violence in remote areas.

In order to illustrate this last point, we isolated data on pastoral violence in East Africa, probably the most discussed form of violent conflict in the research field, from ACLED and SCAD, which are the most elaborated and most often used geo-referenced datasets on low-level violence.\textsuperscript{74} We compared these data with the conflict records of CEWARN, which


\textsuperscript{71} Clionadh Raleigh and Henrik Urdal, 'Climate Change, Environmental Degradation and Armed Conflict', \textit{Political Geography} 26, no. 6 (2007): 674-94. This example is also highlighted by Chojnacki and Engels, \textit{Material Determinism and Beyond}.


\textsuperscript{73} Benjamisen, 'Does Supply-Induced Scarcity Drive Violent Conflicts in the African Sahel?'.

\textsuperscript{74} Hendrix and Salehyan, 'Climate Change, Rainfall, and Social Conflict in Africa'; Raleigh and Kniveton, 'Come Rain or Shine'.
collects information on pastoral violence through field research. Since information on these periods and regions is available in all three databases, our comparison focused on the years 2006-2009 and on the Ethiopian and Kenyan side of the Somali cluster as well as on the Kenyan and Ugandan side of the Karamoja cluster.

As can be seen from Figures 1 and 2, CEWARN collected 1,547 incidents of pastoral violence with 3,000 deaths between 2006 and 2009, while ACLED registered only 258 incidents (16.7% of the amount of incidents collected by CEWARN) with 1,025 deaths (34.2%). Using SCAD, we could only detect 17 incidents (1.1%) responsible for 412 deaths (13.73%) for the same period. These results indicate that – with the partial exception of ACLED’s performance for the Kenyan side of the Somali cluster – even these quite elaborated datasets miss a large percentage of the violent conflicts occurring on the ground. These findings are supported by Ravnborg et al. who also conclude that the large majority of water-related conflict (and cooperation) events in the global South are not recognized by NGO publications and media reports (which are the main sources for ACLED and SCAD). If the sample of conflict events recorded by ACLED or SCAD is not representative (which is likely given factors such as urban or media biases in the reporting of such events), the validity of the large-N studies correlating these data with environmental or climatic changes is questionable.

INSERT FIGURE 1 AND 2 HERE

As mentioned above, large-N studies have made several valuable contributions to the literature in terms of testing the generalizability of hypotheses and identifying theoretical deficits and data needs. The collection of local-level data through field research, as has already been done by some studies, can further increase the validity of statistical analyses. But given their constraints, they should increasingly be complement by qualitative research strategies. This goes well beyond calls to use in-depth case studies in order to assess which causalities are driving the correlations found by large-N studies or to generate hypotheses which have to be tested by quantitative analyses. Although these are important challenges, qualitative research can contribute more to our knowledge on climate change and violent

conflict. If appropriately designed, case studies cannot only generate, but also test hypotheses, for instance when extreme or critical cases are investigated or by using most similar or most diverse cases techniques.\footnote{Bent Flyvbjerg, 'Five Misunderstanding about Case-Study Research', \textit{Qualitative Inquiry} 12, no. 2 (2006): 219-45; John Gerring, \textit{Case Study Research: Principles and Practices} (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2007).} The intensive comparison of a medium number of cases has greatly elaborated our knowledge of the links between natural resource abundance and violent conflict.\footnote{Philippe Le Billon, 'The Political Ecology of War: Natural Resources and Armed Conflicts', \textit{Political Geography} 20, no. 5 (2001): 561-84; Michael Ross, 'Does Natural Resource Wealth Influence Civil War? Evidence from 13 Cases', \textit{International Organization} 58, no. 1 (2004): 35-67.} This has been the case because such research designs combine a high generalizability of their results with an incorporation of factors that are hard to collect for a large number of cases or to quantify at all (e.g. identities or micro-level institutions).

4 Taking the environmental peace perspective into account

So far the discussions in the research field have overwhelmingly focused on whether or not climate change does increase the number of violent conflict occurrences. Little attention has been paid to a possible link between climate change and peace, defined here in a narrow sense as the absence of violent conflict. While a number of large-N studies find a significant correlation between violent conflict and climate change or variability (see Table 1), several studies indicate a relationship between a reduced risk for violent conflict onset and freshwater scarcity,\footnote{Cullen S. Hendrix and Sarah M. Glaser, 'Trends and Triggers: Climate, Climate Change and Civil Conflict in Sub-Saharan Africa', \textit{Political Geography} 26, no. 6 (2007): 695-715.} reduced precipitation,\footnote{Buhaug, 'Climate Not to Blame for African Civil Wars'; Ole Magnus Theisen, 'Climate Clashes? Weather Variability, Land Pressure, and Organized Violence in Kenya, 1989-2004', \textit{Journal of Peace Research} 49, no. 1 (2012): 81-96; Witsenburg and Adano, 'Of Rain and Raids'.} natural disasters,\footnote{Rune T. Slettebak, 'Don't Blame the Weather! Climate-Related Natural Disasters and Civil Conflict', \textit{Journal of Peace Research} 49, no. 1 (2012): 163-76.} or the scarcity of arable land.\footnote{Pedram Rowhani et al., 'Malnutrition and Conflict in East Africa: The Impacts of Resource Variability on Human Security', \textit{Climatic Change} 105, no. 1 (2011): 207-22; Theisen, 'Climate Clashes?'; Urdal, 'People Vs. Malthus'.} Some case studies conducted in East Africa’s pastoral areas found that violent cattle raids are less frequent during times of drought, either because opportunities for raids are unfavorable or because culture-specific rules and norms command cooperation during harsh times.\footnote{Adano et al., 'Climate Change, Violent Conflict and Local Institutions in Kenya’s Dryland'; Bogale and Korf, 'To Share or Not to Share?'.} A whole body of literature on environmental peacebuilding deals with the question whether and under which circumstances the shared handling of environmental problems affecting two or more social groups can contribute to the improvement of relations between those groups.\footnote{Alexander Carius, \textit{Environmental Peacemaking - Environmental Cooperation as an Instrument of Crisis Prevention and Peacebuilding: Condition for Success and Constraints} (Berlin: Adelphi, 2006); Ken Conca and Geoffrey Dabelko, 'The Problems and Possibilities of Environmental Peacemaking', in \textit{Environmental Peacebuilding}, ed. Alexander Carius (Berlin: Adelphi, 2006).}
Similarly, disaster diplomacy studies focus on the possibility of cooperation between hostile groups, induced by natural disasters. In the following, we term this body of literature the environmental peace perspective.

So far, there is little exchange between researchers working on environmental peace and those dealing with possible links between environmental/climate change and violent conflict. This is unfortunate because the insights gained by the literature on environmental peace could help climate conflict scholars to understand (a) which factors make societies resilient to environmental stress and violent conflict, (b) the influence of environmental stress on changing intergroup relations (from cooperation to conflict to violence and vice versa) and (c) the conditions under which cooperation around environmental problems fails and environmental conflicts therefore become more likely.

Thus, drawing more strongly on approaches developed and insights gained by environmental peace scholars would benefit the debate about the climate-violence nexus and enhance integrative cumulation of knowledge in the wider research on the role of environmental factors in facilitating peace and conflict. However, one problem in this regard is that there is little interaction between the various research traditions of the environmental peace perspective. Therefore, we use the remainder of this section to suggest an integrative theoretical framework for the environmental peace perspective in the hope that this will facilitate exchange between research on environmental peacebuilding, disaster diplomacy and environmental/climate conflict.

When defining peace as the absence of inter-group violent conflict, one can distinguish three phases of the process through which shared environmental problems stimulate peace. These phases can be examined from two different theoretical approaches (Figure 2).

We call the first approach sociological since it draws on insights from early disaster sociology. As noted by Charles E. Fritz, disasters usually produce a ‘community of sufferers’ which is ‘characterized by a strong feeling of mutual suffering and in-group solidarity’ and ‘develops an interactional system uniquely its own’, meaning that pre-
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90 Charles E. Fritz, *Disasters and Mental Health: Therapeutic Principles Drawn from Disaster Studies* (Newark: Disaster Research Center, 1996).
disaster social, ethnic or political cleavages lose their salience. In a similar way, post-disaster suffering can create empathy between/with the parties affected.\(^{91}\) This reduces the likelihood of violent conflict onset and might even stimulate cooperation between the affected groups.\(^{92}\) This claim should hold true for slow-onset disasters (e.g. droughts) and even more so for rapid-onset disasters (e.g. a cyclones). In a second step, the regular interaction of people from different social groups in order to manage common environmental (or disaster-related) challenges can create mutual trust and understanding, thereby laying the foundations for further cooperation.\(^{93}\) In the final (and more ideal-typical) phase, the perceptions of the involved parties are transformed due to constant interaction and a common identity is (partially) developed.\(^{94}\)

The second approach has its intellectual roots in functionalist and neo-functionalist theory.\(^{95}\) It argues that environmental problems tend to cross the borders between various social groups (environmental interdependence), thus providing material incentives for all affected parties to work together along functionalist rather than territorial or ethnical divides.\(^{96}\) Such cooperation can be initiated by political or economic elites (top down) as well as by civil society (bottom up) – a claim that is shared by the functionalist and the sociological approaches.\(^{97}\) After cooperation is initiated during the first stage, the occurrence of spill-over effects represents the second stage of environmental peace realization as outlined by the functionalist approach.\(^{98}\) Spill-over in this context means that bi- or multilateral environmental cooperation ‘will set in motion economic, social and political progresses which generate pressures towards further integration.’\(^{99}\) Finally, there is no genuine third phase within the functionalist approach. All authors agree that the creation of a common regional identity […] and]
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97 Conca and Dabelko, 'The Problems and Possibilities of Environmental Peacemaking'.
mutually recognized rights and expectations\textsuperscript{100} rather than the rational engagement in more and more cooperation due to functional needs represents the final stage of environmental-induced peace development.

\textit{INSERT FIGURE 3 HERE}

Based on existing empirical research, one can further specify the framework presented above. Firstly, both the sociological and the functionalist approaches agree that the three phases develop consecutively over time, while it can be assumed that during all phases the risk of violent conflict onset is reduced. But the process of creating peace through being affected by or cooperating over shared environmental problems can fail at the initial phase or before entering the second and third phases respectively, with the potential to frustrate and alienate hostile groups even further.\textsuperscript{101} According to Kelman, this is empirically even the most likely outcome.\textsuperscript{102} The symbolic embedment of natural resources in contradictory narratives and identities, the ignorance of the needs of local inhabitants, as well as trade-offs between ecological conservation and economic utilization are, among other factors, critical obstacles to a peace-inducing effect of environmental problems.\textsuperscript{103} Secondly, there are several conditions which are likely to facilitate the development of environmental peace, such as the absence of recent occurrences of violence, the active involvement of civil society organizations and scientific networks or the existence of mutual trust and elite support.\textsuperscript{104} Thirdly, as already implied by the last two statements, political and socio-economic factors are more important for the existence of peace than shared environmental problems or environmental cooperation, especially in the long run.\textsuperscript{105} And fourthly, although they can clearly be distinguished on a theoretical basis, elements of the

\textsuperscript{100} Carius, \textit{Environmental Peacemaking - Environmental Cooperation as an Instrument of Crisis Prevention and Peacebuilding}.


\textsuperscript{102} Kelman, \textit{Disaster Diplomacy}.


\textsuperscript{105} Kelman, 'Acting on Disaster Diplomacy'.
sociological and functionalistic approach are usually intertwined in the frameworks of most empirical studies and even more so in the real situations on the ground. The environmental peace perspective described here has not received sufficient scholarly attention until now, and consequentially, many tasks for future research remain. There are only few comprehensive case studies on the link between (climate change-induced) environmental stress and the absence of violence, especially on the intra-state level. While many large-N studies on environmental or climate change and violent conflict exist, there is no statistical analysis explicitly concerned with environmental peace. Such studies could ask, for instance, whether all environmental problems have similar impacts or whether there are differences between, for example, soil degradation, tropical storms and droughts. It is also worth knowing whether environmental problems stimulate just the absence of violence, or even the occurrence of cooperation, or both, or none of these outcomes. Since, to our knowledge, no subnational, geo-referenced dataset on cooperative behavior exists, we suggest either to operationalize the Global Data on Events, Location and Tone (GDELT) dataset which covers all kinds of (not just conflict or violent) events or to collect local level data through field research. The last option would also help to overcome some of the problems with large-N studies described in the previous section. Case and statistical studies should also take seriously the three-staged model derived from the literature above and investigate whether the occurrence of environmental problems lead to the absence of violence/onset of cooperation in the short-, medium- or/and long-term.

5 Conclusion
This article started with a review of the existing literature on climate change and violent conflict, which has its roots in the research on environmental conflicts. While climate change is unlikely to be associated with inter-state wars, there is no consensus regarding a possible link between climate change and intra-state violent conflicts. We claimed that one reason for this disagreement between climate conflict scholars is the lack of integrative cumulation of knowledge (as defined by Zinnes) in this highly interdisciplinary research field. Based on this assumption, three suggestions for facilitating integrative cumulation of knowledge in the research on climate change and violent conflict have been formulated. Firstly, authors should avoid confusing terminology. The labels cornucopian and Malthusian

106 Streich and Mislan, 'What Follows the Storm?'.
107 Kalev Leetaru and Philip A. Schrodt, 'GDELT: Global Data on Events, Location and Tone, 1979-2012' (paper presented at the 54th ISA Annual Convention, San Francisco, 03/04/-06/04/2013).
108 Ravnborg et al., 'Challenges of Local Water Governance'.
as well as the operationalization of key variables were discussed in greater detail. Secondly, the limits of large-N studies in the research field should be reflected more carefully in order to assess the explanatory power of these studies, improve their design and complement them with good qualitative research. These limits are the availability of data – especially on concepts such as identities or micro-level institutions – and the reliability of existing datasets. Possible solutions for this include the collection of local-level data through field research or to rely stronger on systematically designed case studies. Thirdly, climate conflict researchers would benefit from insights in and approaches of the environmental peace literature in order to gain a more complete understanding about the importance of environmental factors in inducing cooperation, conflict and violence. Such a perspective could also draw our attention to possible opportunities for improving inter-group relations which are opened up by climate change. In order to facilitate exchange between both areas of study, we suggested an integrative framework for the environmental peace perspective.

There are certainly other problems regarding the integrative cumulation of knowledge in the research on climate change and violent conflict. These are either examined by other recent reviews of the literature or remain to be discussed in future works. To name just three examples: There are other communication problems besides confusing labels which aggravate the integrative cumulation of knowledge, such as the lack of exchange with scholars from the global South with a high expertise on the regions under discussion. Similarly, the environmental peace perspective is not the only insightful approach that is hardly ever considered by research on climate change and violent conflict. As discussed above, exchange with political ecologists could be especially productive since both approaches focus on a similar subject matter. Finally, Nordås and Gleditsch encouraged scholars several years ago to ‘balance the positive and negative effects of climate change’, for instance by taking into account longer growing seasons in higher latitudes or increasing precipitation levels in some regions. But this call has widely gone unheard, with the partial exception of some studies highlighting the positive impacts of migration.

Based on our experience of conducting research on climate change and violent conflict, we discussed three obstacles to the integrative cumulation of knowledge that we believed to be among the most relevant and most unnoticed to date. We hope that the suggestions developed

---
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above stimulate discussion among researchers and contribute to the answering of the question of whether, and if so under which circumstances, climate change stimulates violent conflict – or even peace.
### Consequence of climate change

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Significant relation to violent conflict onset&lt;sup&gt;112&lt;/sup&gt;</th>
<th>No significant relation to violent conflict onset</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Higher temperatures</strong></td>
<td><strong>Reduced precipitation</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Burke et al. 2009&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>Fjelde &amp; von Uexkull 2012&lt;sup&gt;b&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hsiang et al. 2011&lt;sup&gt;d&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>Hendrix &amp; Glaser 2007&lt;sup&gt;b&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O’Loughlin et al. 2012&lt;sup&gt;c&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>Hsiang et al. 2011&lt;sup&gt;d&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Raleigh &amp; Kniveton 2012&lt;sup&gt;c&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Buhaug 2010<sup>a</sup>* | *Buhaug 2010<sup>a</sup>* |
|                          | Buhaug & Theisen 2012<sup>a</sup> |
|                          | Brückner & Ciccone 2010<sup>b</sup> |
|                          | Burke et al. 2009<sup>a</sup> |
|                          | Koubi et al. 2012 |
|                          | Nel & Righarts 2008 |
|                          | O’Loughlin et al. 2012<sup>c</sup> |
|                          | O’Loughlin et al. 2014<sup>a</sup> |
|                          | Theisen et al. 2012<sup>a</sup> |
|                          | Wischnath & Buhaug 2014<sup>e</sup> |

*Buhaug 2010<sup>a</sup>* | *Buhaug & Theisen 2012<sup>a</sup>* |
|                          | Buhaug & Theisen 2012<sup>a</sup> |
|                          | Brückner & Ciccone 2010<sup>b</sup> |
|                          | Burke et al. 2009<sup>a</sup> |
|                          | Koubi et al. 2012 |
|                          | Nel & Righarts 2008 |
|                          | O’Loughlin et al. 2012<sup>c</sup> |
|                          | O’Loughlin et al. 2014<sup>a</sup> |
|                          | Theisen et al. 2012<sup>a</sup> |
|                          | Wischnath & Buhaug 2014<sup>e</sup> |

*Buhaug 2010<sup>a</sup>* | *Buhaug & Theisen 2012<sup>a</sup>* |
|                          | Buhaug & Theisen 2012<sup>a</sup> |
|                          | Brückner & Ciccone 2010<sup>b</sup> |
|                          | Burke et al. 2009<sup>a</sup> |
|                          | Koubi et al. 2012 |
|                          | Nel & Righarts 2008 |
|                          | O’Loughlin et al. 2012<sup>c</sup> |
|                          | O’Loughlin et al. 2014<sup>a</sup> |
|                          | Theisen et al. 2012<sup>a</sup> |
|                          | Wischnath & Buhaug 2014<sup>e</sup> |

*Buhaug 2010<sup>a</sup>* | *Buhaug & Theisen 2012<sup>a</sup>* |
|                          | Buhaug & Theisen 2012<sup>a</sup> |
|                          | Brückner & Ciccone 2010<sup>b</sup> |
|                          | Burke et al. 2009<sup>a</sup> |
|                          | Koubi et al. 2012 |
|                          | Nel & Righarts 2008 |
|                          | O’Loughlin et al. 2012<sup>c</sup> |
|                          | O’Loughlin et al. 2014<sup>a</sup> |
|                          | Theisen et al. 2012<sup>a</sup> |
|                          | Wischnath & Buhaug 2014<sup>e</sup> |

See Appendix I for the full references for this table.

<sup>a</sup> Focuses only on Africa.

<sup>b</sup> Focuses only on Sub-Saharan Africa.

<sup>c</sup> Focuses only on parts of East Africa.

<sup>d</sup> Focuses only on countries affected by El Niño/Southern Oscillation (ENSO).

<sup>e</sup> Focuses only on Asia.

### Table 1: Overview about large-N studies concerning a possible climate-conflict link

<sup>112</sup> Even if the relationship is weak, indirect or dependent on scope conditions.
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